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Purpose of the Presentation

NOTE
・ The trial simulation Japan case study is to show how to practically use 

the visioning and backcasting approach, by estimating roughly the 
effects of policies used in these approaches. 

・ NOTE: This presentation does NOT aim to analyze CO2 reduction 
effects of Japan’s existing policies nor Japan’s experiences. 
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This presentation essentially aims to:
Show the practical usefulness of this study’s outcome, for 
discussions on CO2 emission reduction policies as well as 
for policy-making - implementation – feedback process.



Background and Features
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Green House Gas (GHG) Emission 
from Transport Sector

• We are required to reduce 
GHG emissions globally by at 

least 50%
• However, global GHG 

emissions from transport are

estimated to be double!
(IEA:2009)

• Especially in ASEAN 
countries, it is estimated to be 

8 times! (CAA:2010*)
*In the report of the precedent study of ITPS
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Propose Long Term Transport Policies to realize 
CO2 emission reduction of 50% in 2050 for 
ASEAN countries

Study’s Objective
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Study’s Methodology
• Elaborate and use Visioning-Backcasting 

approach for transport sector;
• Co-work with CAA and experts in ASEAN 

countries in improving tools, data collecting, 
concretizing future visions, and  establishing 
policy recommendations. 



Visioning-Backcasting Approach
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Visioning-Backcasting Approach
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The process of deciding 
what and when to do, 
to meet the target, suitably 
in a series of future visions 

BAU
(Business as Usual)
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Flow of Visioning-
Backcasting Approach
Future Social Images

based on Societal factors

Future Transport Images
based on future social images

Future Transport Policies 
with their simulated effects

Backcasting 
tool

Future Directions of 
Transport Policy
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Trial simulation Japan case study
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Policies put in trial simulation 
(Japan case study - primary metropolitan)

ASI Policy packages

Avoid

• ICT and Travel
• Tele‐activities
• Travel Plans
• Improved Travel Awareness

Shift
• Car/LV/SUV: 5 % moves to Rail after 2025
• Car/LV/SUV: 1% moves to Bus after 2025

Improve

• Car/LV/SUV: Hybrid‐gasoline 90 % in 2050
• Car/LV/SUV: EV 10 % in 2050
• Bus: Hybrid‐diesel 75 % in 2050
• Truck: Hybrid‐diesel 75 % in 2050
• Bioethanol: E45 is realized in 2040
• Biodiesel: B25 is realized in 2040
• Ecological Driving
• Congestion Relief
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Trial simulation result 
(in Japan case study - primary metropolitan) 
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BAU in 2050 Reduction 
case

Improve: 96%

Shift: 1%
Avoid: 3%

Reduction 
Target

Hybrid vehicle: 51%
Bio fuel: 40%

kg-CO2



Implications from trial simulation
• For Japan’s case in the trial simulation, “improve”

policies would very probably be key drivers to 
reduce CO2 emissions, largely on the premises that:
– Transport demand would decrease, mainly due to the 

continuous decrease of the population, and;
– With public transport in modal share being already high, 

there would not be so much further room for “shift” policies.
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In ASEAN countries, the premises are different, so are future 
transport policies.  
⇒ Probability that “avoid” and “shift” policies would need to 
be introduced and implemented more significantly in addition 
to “improve” policies.  (⇒To be verified in the current study)

HOWEVER



As a conclusion ……
① The outcomes of this study – policies, two tools 

and data set - are expectedly very useful for policy-
making regarding CO2 emission reduction. 

② The outcomes of this study can be further 
developed with feedbacks based on policy 
implementation and measuring reduction effects.

③ This study and its outcomes can have a synergistic 
effect with discussions on measurement of 
transport CO2 emissions and mitigation policies. 
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Thank you

Website: http://www.jterc.or.jp/
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